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CHAPTER 3

Shell One-Liners
We’ve looked at processing text in Ruby scripts, but there exists a stage of
text processing in which writing full-blown scripts isn’t the correct approach.
It might be because the problem you’re trying to solve is temporary, where
you don’t want the solution hanging around. It might be that the problem is
particularly lightweight or simple, unworthy of being committed to a file. Or
it might be that you’re in the early stages of formulating a solution and are
just trying to explore things for now.

In such cases, it would be advantageous to be able to process text from the
command line, without having to go to the trouble of committing your thoughts
to a file. This would allow you to quickly throw together text processing
pipelines and scratch whatever particular itch that you have—either solving
the problem directly or forming the foundation of a future, more solid solution.

Such processing pipelines will inevitably make use of standard Unix utilities,
such as cat, grep, cut, and so on. In fact, those utilities might actually be suffi-
cient—tasks like these are, after all, what they’re designed for. But it’s common
to encounter problems that get just a little too complex for them, or that for
some reason aren’t well suited to the way they work. At times like these, it
would nice if we could introduce Ruby into this workflow, allowing us to
perform the more complex parts of the processing in a language that’s familiar
to us.

It turns out that Ruby comes with a whole host of features that make it a
cinch to integrate it into such workflows. First, we need to discover how we
can use it to execute code from the command line. Then we can explore dif-
ferent ways to process input within pipelines and some tricks for avoiding
lengthy boilerplate—something that’s very important when we’re writing
scripts as many times as we run them!
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Arguments to the Ruby Interpreter
You probably learned on your first day of programming Ruby that you can
invoke Ruby from the command line by passing it the filename of a script to
run:

$ ruby foo.rb

This will execute the code found in foo.rb, but otherwise it won’t do anything
too special. If you’ve ever written Ruby on the command line, you’ll definitely
have started Ruby in this way.

What you might not know is that by passing options to the ruby command,
you can alter the behavior of the interpreter. There are three key options that
will make life much easier when writing one-liners in the shell. The first is
essential, freeing you from having to store code in files; the second and third
allow you to skip a lot of boilerplate code when working with input. Let’s take
a look at each them in turn.

Passing Code with the -e Switch
By default, the Ruby interpreter assumes that you’ll pass it a file that contains
code. This file can contain references to other files (require and load statements,
for example), but Ruby expects us to pass it a single file in which execution
will begin.

When it comes to using Ruby in the shell, this is hugely limiting. We don’t
want to have to store code in files; we want to be able to compose it on the
command line as we go.

By using the -e flag when invoking Ruby, we can execute code that we pass
in directly on the command line—removing the need to commit our script to
a file on disk. (It might be helpful to remember -e as standing for evaluate,
because Ruby is evaluating the code we pass contained within this option.)
The universal “hello world” example, then, would be as follows:

$ ruby -e 'puts "Hello world"'
Hello world

Any code that we could write in a script file can be passed on the command
line in this way. We could, though it wouldn’t be much fun, define classes
and methods, require libraries, and generally write a full-blown script, but
in all likelihood we’ll limit our code to relatively short snippets that just do a
couple of things. Indeed, this desire to keep things short will lead to making
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choices that favor terseness over even readability, which isn’t usually the
choice we make when writing scripts.

This is the first step toward being able to use Ruby in an ad hoc pipeline: it
frees us from having to write our scripts to the filesystem. The second step
is to be able to read from input. After all, if we want our script to be able to
behave as part of a pipeline, as we saw in the previous chapter, then it needs
to be able to read from standard input.

The obvious solution might be to read from STDIN in the code that we pass in
to Ruby, looping over it line by line as we did in the previous chapter:

$ printf "foo\nbar\n" | ruby -e 'STDIN.each { |line| puts line.upcase }'
FOO
BAR

But this is a bit clunky. Considering how often we’ll want to process input
line by line, it would be much nicer if we didn’t have to write this tedious
boilerplate every time. Luckily, we don’t. Ruby offers a shortcut for just this
use case.

Streaming Lines with the -n Switch
If we pass Ruby the -n switch as well as -e, Ruby will act as though the code
we pass to it was wrapped in the following:

while gets
# execute code passed in -e here

end

This means that the code we pass in the -e argument is executed once for
each line in our input. The content of the line is stored in the $_ variable. This
is one of Ruby’s many global variables, sometimes referred to as cryptic globals,
and it always points to the last line that was read by gets.

So instead of writing the clunky looping example that we saw earlier:

$ printf "foo\nbar\n" | ruby -e 'STDIN.each { |line| puts line.upcase }'
FOO
BAR

we can simply write:

$ printf "foo\nbar\n" | ruby -ne 'puts $_.upcase'
FOO
BAR
</code>
<p> There's more to <inlinecode>$_</inlinecode> than this, though.

Ruby also defines some global methods that either act on
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<inlinecode>$_</inlinecode> or have it as a default argument.
<ic>print</ic> is one of them: if you call it with no arguments,
it will output the value of <inlinecode>$_</inlinecode>. So we
can output the input that we receive with this short script:

</p>
[code language="session"]
$ printf "foo\nbar\n" | ruby -ne 'print'
foo
bar

This implicit behavior is particularly useful for filtering down the input to
only those lines that match a certain condition—only those that start with f,
for example:

$ printf "foo\nbar\n" | ruby -ne 'print if $_.start_with? "f"'
foo

This kind of conditional output can be made even more terse with another
shortcut. As well as print, regular expressions also operate implicitly on $_.
We’ll be covering regular expressions in depth in Chapter 8, Regular Expres-
sions Basics, on page ?, but if in the previous example we changed our
start_with? call to use a regular expression instead, it would read:

$ printf "foo\nbar\n" | ruby -ne 'print if /^f/'

This one-liner is brief almost to the point of being magical; the subject of both
the print statement and the if are both completely implicit. But one-liners like
this are optimized more for typing speed than for clarity, and so tricks like
this—which have a subtlety that might be frowned upon in more permanent
scripts—are a boon.

There are also shortcut methods for manipulating input. If we invoke Ruby
with either the -n or -p flag, Ruby creates two global methods for us: sub and
gsub. These act just like their ordinary string counterparts, but they operate
on $_ implicitly.

This means we can perform search and replace operations on our lines of
input in a really simple way. For example, to replace all instances of COBOL
with Ruby:

$ echo 'COBOL is the best!' | ruby -ne 'print gsub("COBOL", "Ruby")'
Ruby is the best!

We didn’t need to call $_.gsub, as you might expect, since the gsub method
operates on $_ automatically. This is a really handy shortcut.

Handy shortcuts are nice to have, but these techniques are fundamentally
useful, too. This line-by-line looping that we achieve with -n enables many
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types of processing. We’ve seen conditional output, where we output only those
lines that match certain criteria, and we’ve seen filtering, where we output a
modified form of our input. Many scripts involve both of these steps, sometimes
even multiple times.

In a full-blown script, we might not consider these to be distinct steps in a
process, worthy of considering separately. We certainly wouldn’t write multiple
scripts, one to handle each one of them. But it can often help when writing
a one-liner to frame things in this way. For example, let’s take the following
text file, which contains the names of students and their scores on a test:

Bob 40
Alice 98
Gillian 100
Fred 67

Let’s imagine we want to output the name of any student who scored more
than 50 on the test (sorry, Bob). There are two steps here: conditional output,
to select only those students who scored more than 50; and filtering, to show
only the name, rather than the name and score together. With a one-liner, it
makes sense to treat those two things separately.

The first step is typically to output the contents of the file. This is an important
psychological step, if nothing else, because it validates that the data is there
and is in the format we’re expecting:

$ cat scores.txt
Bob 40
Alice 98
Gillian 100
Fred 67

Next, we need to perform our filtering step. In this case, we need to take the
second word of the line, convert it to a number, and check whether it’s greater
than 50:

$ cat scores.txt | \
ruby -ne 'print if $_.split[1].to_i > 50'

Alice 98
Gillian 100
Fred 67

(The \ characters at the end of the line escape the line break, meaning that
when you press Enter a newline is inserted rather than the shell executing
the command you’ve typed. They’re included here just to keep lines shorter
on the page; although you can type them into your shell, in practice you
wouldn’t.)
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Finally we perform our filter step, to output only the names:

$ cat scores.txt | \
ruby -ne 'print if $_.split[1].to_i > 50' | \
ruby -ne 'puts $_.split.first'

Alice
Gillian
Fred

Although we could potentially have performed these two steps together,
breaking up the problem in this way has two important advantages. The first
is performance: the two steps will run in parallel, so on greater input we might
see a speedup. The second, though, is that we might discover that a particular
step can be performed with an existing tool—in which case there’s no need
write any code of our own. That’s the case here, in fact. We could have used
cut for the second step:

$ cat scores.txt | \
ruby -ne 'print if $_.split[1].to_i > 50' | \
cut -d' ' -f1

Alice
Gillian
Fred

Here we tell cut that we want to delimit text by the space character, and to
take the first field. If we keep our commands small and have them do just
one job, then they’re easier to compose together—either with more scripts of
our own or with commands that already exist. That means solving problems
more quickly and with less typing, which is always one of our goals when
programming.

The -n switch is very useful, but Ruby has more one-liner gifts. There’s
another useful option that makes it even easier to write filter scripts.

Printing Lines with the -p Switch
We’ve seen that, when writing scripts to perform filter operations on input,
we’re very often taking a line of input, making a modification to it, and then
outputting it. This pattern is common enough that Ruby offers us another
switch to help: -p.

Used instead of -n, the -p switch acts similarly in that it loops over each of the
lines in the input. However, it goes a bit further: after our code has finished,
it always prints the value of $_. So, we can imagine it as:

while gets
# execute code passed in -e here
puts $_
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end

Generally, it’s useful when the code we pass using -e does something that
modifies the current line, but where that output isn’t conditional—in other
words, where we’re expecting to modify and output every line of the input.

So, returning to our find-and-replace example, we could use gsub! to modify
the contents of $_:

$ echo 'COBOL is the best!' | ruby -pe '$_.gsub!("COBOL", "Ruby")'
Ruby is the best!

However, we can go shorter still. This operation is so common that Ruby
provides a shortcut for it:

$ echo 'COBOL is the best!' | ruby -pe 'gsub("COBOL", "Ruby")'
Ruby is the best!

We know that the global gsub method operates on $_, but it also modifies it.
In that sense, it operates like $_.gsub!. So after our call to gsub, $_ has been
modified, and the implicit puts outputs our transformed text.
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